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ABSTRACT  
 

Summarization is the way towards lessening the content of a text file to make it brief that holds all the critical pur-

poses in the content of original text file. In the process of extractive summarization, one extracts only those sen-

tences which are the most relevant sentences in the text document and that conveys the moral of the content. The 

extractive summarization techniques usually revolve around the idea of discovering most relevant and frequent 

keywords and then extract the sentences based on those keywords. Manual extraction or explanation of relevant 

keywords are a dreary procedure overflowing with errors including loads of manual exertion and time. In this pa-

per, we proposed a hybrid approach to extract keyword automatically for multi-document text summarization in e-

newspaper articles. The performance of the proposed approach is compared with three additional keyword extrac-

tion techniques namely, term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF), term frequency-adaptive inverse 

document frequency (TF-AIDF), and a number of false alarm (NFA) for automatic keyword extraction and sum-

marization in e-newspapers articles for better analysis. Finally, we showed that our proposed techniques had been 

outperformed over other techniques for automatic keyword extraction and summarization. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

In the era of internet, plethora of e-Newspapers are freely available for readers such as Times of India, The Hindu, 

Hindustan Times, Washington Times, The New York Times, The Times, etc. People find a lot of information eve-

ry day in these newspapers and extracting relevant information from all the articles is a tedious job for the individ-

uals. There is a need for an automated system that can extract only relevant information from these news sources. 

To achieve this, one need to mine the text from newspapers. Text mining is the process of extracting large quanti-

ties of text to derive high quality information. Text mining deploys some of the techniques of Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) such as part-of-speech (POS) tagging, parsing, N-grams, tokenization, etc., to perform the text 

analysis. It includes tasks like automatic keyword extraction and text summarization. 
 

Automatic keyword extraction is the process of selecting words and phrases from the text document that can at best 

project the core sentiment of the document without any human intervention depending on the model [1]. The target 

of automatic keyword extraction is the application of the power and speed of current computation abilities to the 

problem of access and recovery, stressing upon information organization without the added costs of human annota-

tors. 
 

Summarization is a process where the most salient features of a text are extracted and compiled into a short ab-

stract of the original document [2]. According to Mani and Maybury [3], text summarization is the process of dis-

tilling the most important information from a text to produce an abridged version for a particular task and user. 

Summaries are usually around 17% of the original text and yet contain everything that could have been learned 

from reading the original article [4]. In the wake of big data analysis, summarization is an efficient and powerful 

technique to give a glimpse of the whole data. The text summarization can be achieved in two ways namely, ab-

stractive summary and extractive summary. The abstractive summary is a topic under tremendous research; how-

ever, no standard algorithm has been achieved yet. These summaries are derived from learning what was expressed 

in the article and then converting it into a form expressed by the computer. It resembles how a human would sum-
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marize an article after reading it. Whereas, extractive summary extract details from the original article itself and 

present it to the reader. In this paper, we focus on extractive summarization method. It can be observed that extrac-

tive summarization relies heavily on keyword extraction. Therefore, we focused our attention on the integration 

between them. 
 

Here, an algorithm is proposed for automatic keyword extraction for text summarization. It is capable of handling 

the limitation of existing techniques like adding a stop list to extract important keyword which might include 

words that are essential to the document and might lead some relevant words to lose its significance. Also, the rari-

ty of the word in other texts was also considered. The word which is highly frequent in the article under review and 

is hardly found in other documents gets very high scores so that only the words pertinent to this article gets chosen 

as keywords. The proposed algorithm follows a hybrid approach of machine learning and statistical method. A 

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based POS tagger [5] is used to identify POS information of an article and then a 

statistical method is used to extract keywords. The algorithm for automatic keyword extraction uses a learned 

probability distribution to assign scores to each word. The keywords for the article under consideration are deter-

mined based on these scores and are used to summarize the article. The summarization algorithm accordingly se-

lects sentences to form the required summary. This algorithm applies to multiple articles at a time for keyword 

extraction and summarization. It extracts the keyword from all the articles and appends it to a single file. It also 

eliminates the redundant keywords in the final output file.  
 

In this paper, we proposed an algorithm to summarized multi-documents text to single document and it compared 

the performance with three additional techniques for text summarization namely, TF-IDF, TF-AIDF, and NFA for 

better analysis. The related work for automatic keyword extraction followed by text summarization is discussed in 

next section. The preliminaries used in this paper is also discussed along with other three techniques (NFA, TF-

IDF, and TF- AIDF) for keyword detection and extraction. Finally, the performance analysis of the proposed 

schemes is analysed along with the conclusion. 

 

RELATED WORK 
 

Keyword extraction is the essential phase to perform text summarization. Therefore, this section presents a litera-

ture survey on automatic keyword extraction followed by text summarization [7-15]. 
 

Automatic Keyword Extraction 

On the premise of past work done towards automatic keyword extraction from the text for its summarization, ex-

traction systems can be classified into four classes, namely, simple statistical approach, linguistics approach, ma-

chine learning approach, and hybrid approaches [1] as shown in Fig. 1. 
 

Simple Statistical Approach 

These strategies are rough, simplistic and have a tendency to have no training sets. They concentrate on statistics 

got from non-linguistic features of the document, for example, the position of a word inside the document, the term 

frequency, and inverse document frequency. These insights are later used to build up a list of keywords. Cohen 

[16], utilized n-gram statistical data to discover the keyword inside the document automatically. Other techniques 

inside this class incorporate word frequency, term frequency (TF) [17] or term frequency-inverse document fre-

quency (TF-IDF) [18], word co-occurrences [19], and PAT-tree [20]. The most essential of them is term frequency. 

In these strategies, the frequency of occurrence is the main criteria that choose whether a word is a keyword or not. 

It is extremely unrefined and tends to give very unseemly results. An improvement of this strategy is the TF-IDF, 

which also takes the frequency of occurrence of a word as the model to choose a keyword or not. Similarly, word 

co-occurrence methods manage statistical information about the number of times a word has happened and the 

number of times it has happened with another word. This statistical information is then used to compute support 

and confidence of the words. Apriori technique is then used to infer the keywords.  
 

Linguistics Approach 

This approach utilizes the linguistic features of the words for keyword detection and extraction in text documents. 

It incorporates the lexical analysis [21], syntactic analysis [22], discourse analysis [23], etc. The resources used for 

lexical analysis are an electronic dictionary, tree tagger, WordNet, n-grams, POS pattern, etc. Similarly, noun 

phrase (NP), chunks (Parsing) are used as resources for syntactic analysis.  
 

Machine Learning Approach 

Keyword extraction can also be seen as a learning problem. This approach requires manually annotated training 

data and training models. Hidden Markov model [24], support vector machine (SVM) [25], naive Bayes (NB) [26], 

bagging [22], etc. are commonly used training models in these approaches. In the second phase, the document 

whose keywords are to be extracted is given as inputs to the model, which then extracts the keywords that best fit 
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the model’s training. One of the most famous algorithms in this approach is the keyword extraction algorithm 

(KEA) [27]. In this approach, the article is first converted into a graph where each word is treated as a node, and 

whenever two words appear in the same sentence, the nodes are connected with an edge for each time they appear 

together. Then the number of edges connecting the vertices are converted into scores and are clustered accordingly. 

The cluster heads are treated as keywords. Bayesian algorithms use the Bayes classifier to classify the word into 

two categories: keyword or not a keyword depending on how it is trained.  GenEx [28] is another tool in this ap-

proach.  

 

Hybrid Approach 

These approaches combine the above two methods or use heuristics, such as position, length, layout feature of the 

words, HTML tags around the words, etc. [29]. These algorithms are designed to take the best features from above 

mentioned approaches. 
 

Based on the classification shown in Fig. 1, we observed the various parameters for automatic keyword extraction 

as shown in Table - 1. Based on those parameters, we bring a consolidated summary of previous studies on auto-

matic keyword extraction and is shown in Table - 2. It discusses the approaches that are used for keyword extrac-

tion, various datasets in different domains in which experiment performed. 

 
Fig.1 Classification of automatic keyword extraction on the basis of approaches used in existing literature 

 

 
Fig. 2 Characterization of the text summarization process 

 

Table - 1 Types of Approach and Domains used in Keyword Extraction 
 

Types of Approach Types of Domain 

T1 Simple Statistics (SS) D1 Radio News (RN) 

T2 Linguistics (L) D2 Journal Articles (JA) 

T3 Machine Learning (ML) D3 Newspaper Articles (NA) 

T4 Hybrid (H) D4 Technical Reports (TR) 

  D5 Transcription Dialogues (TD) 

  D6 Encyclopedia Article (EA) 

  D7 Web Pages (WP) 
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Table - 2 Previous Studies on Automatic Keyword Extraction 
 

Study Types of Approach Domain Types 

 T1 T2 T3 T4 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 

Dennis et al[29], 1967  √     √     

Salton et al[30],  1991  √        √  

Cohen et al[15], 1995 √     √      

Chien et al[19], 1997 √     √      

Salton et al[22],  1997  √        √  

Ohsawa et al[31], 1998 √     √      

Hovy et al[2], 1998  √     √     

Fukumoto et al[32],  1998 √    √  √   √  

Mani et al[3], 1999  √          

Witten et al[26],  1999   √     √    

Frank et al[25],  1999   √   √  √    

Barzilay et al[20], 1999  √          

Turney et al[27],  1999   √   √      

Conroy et al[23], 2001   √     √    

Humphreys et al[28], 2002  √  √       √ 

Hulth et al[21],  2003  √ √   √  √   √ 

Ramos et al[17], 2003 √           

Matsuo et al[18], 2004 √           

Erkan et al[4],  2004  √          

Van et al[6], 2004  √       √   

Mihalcea et al[33], 2004   √    √     

Zhang et al[24], 2006   √   √      

Ercan et al[8],  2007   √   √      

Litvak et al[9],  2008   √        √ 

Zhang et al[1], 2008   √   √      

Thomas et al[5], 2016 √ √  √   √     
 

Text Summarization Process 

Based on the literature, text summarization process can be characterized into five types, namely, based on the 

number of the document, based on summary usage, based on techniques, based on characteristics of summary as 

text and based on levels of linguistics process [1] as shown Fig. 2.  
 

Single Document Text Summarization 

In single document text summarization, it takes a single document as an input to perform summarization and pro-

duce a single output document [6, 35-38]. Thomas et al [6] designed a system for automatic keyword extraction for 

text summarization in single document e-Newspaper article. Marcu et al [36] developed a discourse-based summa-

rizer that determines adequacy for summarizing texts for discourse-based methods in the domain of single news 

articles. 
 

Multiple Document Text Summarization  

In multiple documents text summarization, it takes numerous documents as an input to perform summarization and 

deliver a single output document [15, 39-45]. Mirroshandel et al [45] presents two different algorithms towards 

temporal relation based keyword extraction and text summarization in multi-document. The first algorithm was a 

weakly supervised machine learning approach for classification of temporal relations between events and the sec-

ond algorithm was expectation maximization (EM) based unsupervised learning approach for temporal relation 

extraction. Min et al [41] used the information which is common to document sets belonging to a common catego-

ry to improve the quality of automatically extracted content in multi- document summaries. 
 

Query-based Text Summarization 

In this summarization technique, a particular portion is utilized to extract the essential keyword from input docu-

ment to make the summary of corresponding document [12, 38, 49, 50, 51, 52]. Fisher et al [51] developed a que-

ry-based summarization system that uses a log-linear model to classify each word in a sentence. It exploits the 

property of sentence ranking methods in which they consider neural query ranking and query-focused ranking. 

Dong et al [52] developed a query-based summarization that uses document ranking, time-sensitive queries and 

ranks regency sensitive queries as the features for text summarization. 
 

Extractive Text Summarization 

In this procedure, summarizer discovers more critical information (either words or sentences) from input document 

to make the summary of the corresponding document [2, 40, 41, 46, 53, 36, 54, 55, 56, 76]. Thomas et al [6] de-
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signed a hybrid model based extractive summarizer using machine learning and simple statistical method for key-

word extraction from e-Newspaper article. Min et al. [41] used freely available, open-source extractive summariza-

tion system, called SWING to summarize the text in multi-document. They used information which is common to 

document sets belonging to a common category as a feature and encapsulated the concept of category-specific im-

portance (CSI). They showed that CSI is a valuable metric to aid sentence selection in extractive summarization 

tasks. Marcu et al. [36] developed a discourse-based extractive summarizer that uses the rhetorical parsing algo-

rithm to determine discourse structure of the text of given input, determine partial ordering on the elementary and 

parenthetical units of the text. Erkan et al. [66] developed an extractive summarization environment. It consists of 

three steps: feature extractor, the feature vector, and reranker. Features are Centroid, Position, Length Cutoff, 

SimWithFirst, LexPageRank, and QueryPhraseMatch. Alguliev et al. [40] developed an unsupervised learning 

based extractive summarizer that optimizes three properties: relevance, redundancy, and length. It split documents 

into sentences and select salient sentences from the document. Aramaki et al. [76] destined a supervised learning 

based extractive text summarizer that identifies the negative event and it also investigates what kind of information 

is helpful for negative event identification. An SVM classifier is used to distinguish negative events from other 

events. 
 

Abstractive Text Summarization 

In this procedure, a machine needs to comprehend the idea of all the input documents and then deliver summary 

with its particular sentences [35, 53, 57-59]. Brandow et al. [57] developed an abstractive summarization system 

that analyses the statistical corpus and extracts the signature words from the corpus. Then it assigns the weight for 

all the signature words. Based on the extracted signature words, they assign the weight to the sentences and select 

few top weighted sentences as the summary. Daume et al. [38] developed an abstractive summarization system that 

maps all the documents into database-like representation. Further, it classifies into four categories: a single person, 

single event, multiple event, and natural disaster. It generates a short headline using a set of predefined templates. 

It generates summaries by extracting sentences from the database. 
 

Supervised Learning based Text Summarization 

This type of learning techniques used labelled dataset for training [6, 13, 39, 41, 51, 74, 76]. Thomas et al. [6] de-

signed a system for automatic keyword extraction for text summarization using hidden Markov model. The learn-

ing process was supervised, it used human annotated keyword set to train the model. Mirroshandel et al. [45] used 

a set of labelled dataset to train the system for the classification of temporal relations between events. Aramaki et 

al. [76] destined a supervised learning based extractive text summarizer that identifies the negative event and also 

investigates what kind of information is helpful for negative event identification. An SVM classifier is used to dis-

tinguish negative events from other events. 
 

Unsupervised Learning based Text Summarization 

In this technique, there are no predefined guidelines available at the time of training [14, 39, 40, 45, 66]. Mir-

roshandel et al. [45] proposed a method for temporal relation extraction, based on the Expectation-Maximization 

(EM) algorithm. Within EM, they used different techniques such as a greedy best-first search and integer linear 

programming for temporal inconsistency removal. The EM-based approach was a fully unsupervised temporal re-

lation based extraction for text summarization. Alguliev et al. [40] developed an unsupervised learning based ex-

tractive summarizer that optimizes three properties: relevance, redundancy, and length. It split documents into sen-

tences and select salient sentences from the document. 
 

Based on the characterization of text summarization as shown in Figure 2, we bring a consolidated summary of 

previous studies in text summarization and is shown in Table 3. It discusses the approaches that are used for text 

summarization; experiment performed using single or multiple documents, types of summary usage, characteristics 

of the summary and metrics used. The details of the parameters are given in Table 4. 
 

Table - 4 Approaches, Documents, Summary Usage, Characteristics of Summary and Metrics Used in Text Summarization 

 

Types of Approach (TOA) Document Type (DT) Types of Summary Usage (TOSU) 

A1 Supervised D1 Single document S1 Generic 

A2 Unsupervised D2 Multiple document S2 Query based 

A3 Others     

 

Characteristics of Summary (COS) Metrics 

C1 Extractive M1 ROUGE 1, ROUGE 2, ROUGE L, ROUGE W, ROUGE SU4 

C2 Abstractive M2 Precision, Recall, F-measure 
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Table - 3 Previous Studies on Automatic Text Summarization 
 

Study TOA DT TOSU COS DBU MAT 

 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 D1 D2 S1 S2 C1 C2 X1 X2 X3 X4 M1 M2 

 Pollock et al. [34], 1975     √ √     √       

 Brandow et al. [56], 1995     √  √    √      √ 

 Hovy et al. [2], 1998     √  √   √       √ 

 Aone et al. [45], 1998     √ √  √  √       √ 

 Radev et al. [52], 1998     √  √   √ √       

 Marcu et al. [35], 1999     √ √    √       √ 

 Barzilay et al. [57], 1999     √  √    √      √ 

 Chen et al. [53], 2000    √   √   √       √ 

 Radev et al. [54], 2001a     √  √   √        

 Radev et al. [55], 2001b    √   √   √        

 Radev et al. [46], 2001c √      √ √  √        

 Lin et al. [59], 2002    √   √   √       √ 

 McKeown et al. [60], 2002    √   √   √       √ 

 Daumé et al. [58], 2002     √  √   √ √       

 Harabagiu et al. [36], 2002     √ √ √   √ √      √ 

 Saggion et al. [61], 2002     √  √    √      √ 

 Saggion et al. [37], 2003     √ √  √ √ √       √ 

 Chali et al. [62], 2003    √  √ √   √        

 Copeck et al. [63], 2003     √ √    √        

 Alfonseca et al. [64], 2003     √ √    √      √  

 Erkan et al. [65], 2004    √   √   √      √  

 Filatova et al. [10], 2004      √  √   √      √  

 Nobata et al. [66], 2004     √  √   √      √  

 Conroy et al. [11], 2005 √      √  √ √      √  

 Farzindar et al. [48], 2005 √      √  √ √      √  

 Witte et al. [67], 2005     √  √   √      √  

 Witte et al. [68], 2006    √   √   √      √  

 He et al. [69], 2006     √  √   √      √  

 Witte et al. [13], 2007    √   √   √      √  

 Fuentes et al. [49], 2007 √     √ √  √ √        

 Dunlavy et al. [70], 2007     √ √ √   √      √  

 Gotti et al. [71], 2007     √  √   √      √  

 Svore et al. [72], 2007 √      √   √      √  

 Schilder et al. [12], 2008 √      √   √      √  

 Liu et al[73], 2008 √      √   √      √  

 Zhang et al. [74], 2008     √  √   √      √  

 Aramaki et al. [75], 2009 √      √   √       √ 

 Fisher et al. [50], 2009 √      √  √ √      √  

 Hachey et al. [47], 2009     √  √ √  √      √  

 Wei et al. [76], 2010     √  √   √       √ 

 Dong et al. [51], 2010     √  √  √         

 Shi et al. [38], 2010     √  √           

 Park et al. [87], 2010    √   √  √ √      √  

 Archambault et al. [14], 2011     √  √           

 Genest et al. [41],  2011       √   √        

 Tsarev et al. [42],  2011 √   √   √   √      √  

 Alguliev et al. [39], 2011    √  √ √   √      √  

 Mirroshandel et al. [44], 2012 √   √   √   √        

 Min et al. [40], 2012 √      √ √  √      √  

 De Melo et al. [43], 2012     √  √   √       √ 

 Thomas et al. [5], 2012 √     √    √       √ 

 

PRILIMINARIES 

  

The focus of our work lies in enabling a user to search for keywords from within a text file and get the summary of 

the entire document using those keywords. In this paper, POS tagging, anaphora and cataphora resolution are used 

as preliminaries and are explained as follows. 
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POS Tagging 

It is a procedure of taking a word from the corpus as input and assigns corresponding part-of-speech to every word 

as output by its definition and context i.e. association with contiguous and related words in a phrase, sentence, or 

passage. In this paper, an HMM-based POS tagger is deployed to identify correct POS information of words in 

given sentences or phrases. For example, POS tag for the sentence, ‘Love has no finite coverage’ is love—NN, 

has—VBZ, no—DT, finite—JJ, coverage—NN. In this work, Penn Treebank tag set notations [78] are followed. It 

is a brown corpus style of tagging having 44 tags. Such as JJ-adjective, NN-noun, RB-adverb, VB-verb, and UH-

interjection, etc. 
 

Hidden Markov Model 

Hidden Markov model is a supervised machine learning classifier. The automatic labelling of words to their parts 

of speech is known as POS tagging. POS tagging is a supervised learning problem. Therefore, HMM [5] is used to 

analyse the POS tags for a given text. With the help of HMM, we can resolve the ambiguity problem in POS tag-

ging such as ‘I love writing’ and ‘Love has no finite coverage.’ In the sentence ‘I love writing’, ‘love’ act as a verb 

(VB) while in ‘Love has no finite coverage’, ‘love’ act as a noun (NN). HMM analyses this ambiguity correctly 

and gives accurate POS information as an output. 
 

Anaphora and Cataphora Resolution 

The word anaphora is derived from an ancient Greek word which means ‘the act of carrying back upstream’. It 

involves two parts; anaphor: the part which is pointing (reference) and the antecedent: the part which is being 

pointed to. For example: ‘Sachin isn’t out yet, but he should be any minute’. In this example, Sachin is the ante-

cedent, and he is the anaphor. Anaphora resolution deals with matching the anaphor to the antecedent. Hence con-

verting the above sentence into Sachin isn’t out yet but Sachin should be any minute. 
 

Similarly, cataphora too is derived from the ancient Greek word, meaning ‘the act of carrying forward’. It involves 

replacing an anaphor by an antecedent that occurs later in the text and not before as was the case in anaphora reso-

lution. For example: ‘It is tough, it is irritating, and it is annoying. I hate writing the thesis’. Cataphora resolution 

would resolve the above sentence into ‘writing the thesis is tough, writing the thesis is irritating and writing the 

thesis is annoying. I hate writing the thesis’. This paper followed Lappin et al [79] algorithm for anaphora and cat-

aphora resolution in English text. 
 

PROPOSED SCHEME 
  

This section describes proposed system model followed by the collection of articles from ten popular e-

Newspapers in India that are shown in Table - 5. Further, it explains the hybrid approach of keyword extraction 

followed by feature extraction and summary generation. 
 

System Model 

In this paper, we proposed a system model for text summarization in multi- document as shown in Fig. 3. It starts 

with document collection and ends with summary generation. In between, pre-processing of the documents, key-

word extraction and feature extraction phase occurs. 
 

Table - 5 List of Indian e-Newspapers from Which Articles Were Taken 
 

The Hindu The Indian Express The Times of India Economic Times Deccan Chronicle 
Hindustan Times The New Indian  Express The Financial Express Deccan Herald The Telegraph 

 

 
Fig. 3 System model for text summarization in multi-documents 
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Fig.4 Linear probability distribution model for automatic keyword extraction 

 

e-Newspapers Article Collection 

After studying the website of several e-Newspapers, we collected data from ten different e-Newspapers as shown 

in Table - 5. Our dataset included almost 2000 similar articles from each e-Newspapers ranging from the 1st of 

December 2016 to 15th of March 2017. 

 

Hybrid Keyword Extraction Training Model 

The primary aim of automatic keyword extraction is to point out a set of words or phrases that best represents the 

document. To achieve this, a hybrid extraction technique has been proposed. The steps are shown in Fig. 4. 
 

Keyword Annotation 

For this model, there is a need for human intervention for an annotation to train the proposed algorithm. The hu-

man annotators analyse documents and select probable keywords. Due to lack of reliable human annotators, e-

newspapers clippings are used as our training dataset. The articles were considered as the target document, and the 

headlines are used as keywords, thus eliminating the need of human annotators. We collected the headlines from 

all the articles in the corpus to make the training dataset. Further, these keywords are supplied to the POS tagger to 

find the POS information. 
 

HMM-based POS Tagging 

In this paper, we deployed an HMM-based POS tagger [80] to identify accurate POS information for all the key-

words in the training corpus. 
 

Learning Probability Distribution 

The POS tag information of all the keywords in the training dataset was analysed and calculate the frequency of 

each tag which has appeared in the training dataset as a keyword of news headlines. The procedure of finding the  

value probability distribution is given in Algorithm 1. 
   
   Algorithm 1:  Probability distribution f or each tag 

 

Data: Dataset: = Corpus of newspaper articles headlines (C) 

Keyword: = Human annotated set of keywords for each article. 
Result: P (tag): Probability distribution of tags 

Notation:  t:  tags, T L:  tag list, C:  corpus, A :  articles, W:  word, T F: POS tag file, T T 

C:  total tag count 

Initialization:  T T C=0 

                    While t in T L do 

                      tag_count = 0 
                     End 

                     While A in C do 
                         While W  in A do 
                          T F = f inds_P OS_tag (W) 
                         Tag_count (t) = tag_count (t) + 1 

                         T T C = T T C + 1 
   End 

                      End 
                   While t in T L do 

                      P (tag) = tag count (t)/T T C 

                     End 
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Fig.5 Keywords Extraction Model 

 

Algorithm 1 derives P (tag) from the dataset. Input provided by the algorithm are the dataset of articles along with 

human annotated keywords for each article. Initially, the variable count value is initialized to 0. This variable 

stores the number of keywords that has been scanned by the algorithm. First, while loop initializes the tag count to 

0 for every POS tag. Next, two while loops find POS tag of the keyword for every keyword in every article of the 

dataset and the count for that POS tag is increased by 1. Once this terminates, probability distribution, (P (tag)) is 

determined by dividing the tag count by the total number of keywords. Further, (P (tag)) is used as a probabilistic 

measure to detect keywords. 
 

Extraction Model 

Extraction (testing) model is shown in Figure 5. It requires anaphora and cataphora resolution as pre-processing for 

test set articles. These pre-processed articles are supplied to the POS tagger to identify POS information of all the 

word in the articles. The score is calculated for each word, and few top scored words are selected as keywords.  
 

Keyword Extraction 

The output file from the POS tagger is now fed into the extraction model. Unlike TF-IDF (keeping the count of the 

number of times a particular word has appeared), we keep the count of the word-tag pair.  For example: [Can, 

Noun] and [Can, Verb] are treated differently.  When a count of the entire document is taken, the keywords are 

ranked by Equation 1. 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =  𝑃 (𝑡𝑎𝑔) ∗  𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 (𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑, 𝑡𝑎𝑔)                            (1) 

   
   Algorithm 2:  Automatic keywords extraction process 

 

Data: Dataset: = Corpus of articles (C) = {A1, A2, ..........An}, 

                            P (tag):= Set of trained probabilities, 

                            Num_of_keywords: = Required number of keywords. 

Result: List of extracted keywords (Kw []) 

Notation:  P F: pre-processed file, P OSF: POS tag file, C: corpus, A: articles, 

                  W: word, T: text, T T C: total tag count, A_C_resolve: anaphora and  

                  cataphora resolution 

 

                    While A in C do 

                             P F: = A_C_resolve (A) 

                          P OSF: = find_ POS_ tag (P F) 

                  End 

                  top = 0 
                    While W in POSF do 

                         f lag:=0   
                      For i ← 0 to top do 

                       If W.text= wordset[i].text and W.tag = wordset[i].tag then 

                              Wordset[i].count:= Wordset[i].count + 1  

                                 f lag:= 1 

                            End 

                        End 
If f lag = 0 then 

    Wordset [top + 1].W:= W.W 

    Wordset [top + 1].tag:= W.tag  

    Wordset [top + 1].count:=1 
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    Wordset [top + 1].score:=0 

    top: = top+1   

                         End 

                   End 

                For i ← 0 to size do 

                       Wordset [i].score:= wordset[i].count × P (wordset[i].tag) 

                   End 

                   Sort desc (wordset.score) 

                For i ← 0 to Num_keywords do 

                       Kw [i]:=wordset[i] 

                   End 
 

Algorithm 2 takes the corpus of news articles A= {A1, A2, ..........An} from all the ten newspapers, the number of 

keywords to be extracted and a probability distribution Table - trained during the training as an input for extracting 

keywords. The output of the algorithm will be saved in an array Keywords []. Wordset [] is another array of struc-

tures that keeps the record of the words that have already been scanned and the number of times that word-tag pair 

has been scanned. The top is the variable that stores the value of the number of words scanned and it is initialized to 

0. The input file is passed through an anaphora and cataphora resolver. The output file of anaphora and cataphora 

resolver is subjected to POS tagger to get the tag information for every article   in the corpus. The algorithm then 

courses through the file, updating existing records in the way creating new ones when needed. When the algorithm 

is done with parsing the file, the scores are updated. Once the scores are set, the array is sorted according to the 

scores of each word-tag pair. The top score value of few texts is then extracted as keywords. 
 

Feature Extraction 

The system uses both sentence level and word level features which help to extract most important sentences from 

the news articles. 
 

Sentence level features 

 Sentence location feature: the ratio between line number of the sentence and the total number of sentences in 

the document. The position scores in the document within 0 and 1. 

 Length of the sentence: length of sentences must be greater than the threshold value. Here, the threshold value 

set as 10 (including punctuation). 
 

Word level features 

 Thematic word method: This method identifies essential keywords of the articles during assigning probability 

distribution to each word using keyword extraction algorithm. Sentences that contain the cluster of such the-

matic words should be critical of the corresponding articles. 

 Font based feature: Sentences that contain a word which is written in bold, italic, underlined or combination of 

these. The probability distribution value of these type words is assigned as 1. 

 

During summation, we used all the above mentioned features for calculating the score of the sentence.  
 

Sentence Extraction 

With the help of algorithms explained so far, a set of word-tag pair keywords, as well as their respective scores, 

sentence level, and word level features along with their respective scores, are attained. For summarization, the pro-

posed algorithm suggests that one derives from many sentences for a keyword from the article as is proportional to 

the score it received. Further, one can derive these sentences by any means, be it through clustering means or crude 

scoring. 
 

Summary Generation 

Finally, let us discuss the working procedure of the proposed scheme with an example. Suppose there is an article 

related to pollution that contains around hundred sentences. We take the similar article from all the ten newspapers 

of the same day as the testing corpus. The names of the different newspapers are shown in Table - 5. The possible 

keywords which will be common in all the newspapers would be pollution, destruction, harmful, environment, at-

mosphere, bacteria, sewerage and disease. Assume, one wants to summarize it in twenty sentences using the indi-

vidual scores of the keywords as shown in Table - 7. Finally, using Equation 2, one will know that how many sen-

tences exactly they need to extract for every keyword to get the desired summary of the articles. Table - 7 refers 

the required number of sentences need to be extracted for every keyword. 

𝐷𝑆𝐼𝐴 =  
𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ∗ 𝑁 𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑞

𝑇 𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠
 

(2) 
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Table - 6 Probability Distribution of Each Keywords 

Where, DSIA is the desired number of sentences in summary using each keyword. 
 

Table – 7 Score of Each Keywords 
 

Pollution Destruction Harmful Disease Bacteria Atmosphere Environment Sewerage 

5 1 3 3 5 1 3 1 

 

Procedure for selection of desired number of sentences 

The proposed algorithm uses the following method to select required number of sentences to get the desired sum-

mary. 

 The algorithm parses through the document and makes a count of the number of keywords appeared in each 

sentence. The algorithm considers this as a score, then sorts them in descending order according to the number 

of keywords each sentence contains. Next, it starts popping sentences from the top of this sorted stack. Instead 

of popping a predetermined number of sentences from the top, if a keyword is present in the popped sentence, 

the number of allocated sentence is reduced by 1. However, if a sentence has no keywords whose allocated sen-

tence is greater than 0, the sentence is rejected. The algorithm continues until the number of allocated sentence 

for each keyword becomes 0. 

 Instead of scoring sentences by the number of keywords it contains, we score them using the scores of the indi-

vidual keywords present in them. For example: ‘Pollution is so harmful that many international agencies have 

come together to battle pollution’. The sentence has a score of 2 * score (Pollution) + score (Harmful). The al-

gorithm then sorts the sentences according to these scores in descending order and extracts the required number 

of sentences from the top. 

 

OTHER METHODS OF KEYWORD EXTRACTION 

  

In this paper, three well-known existing keyword extraction methods namely, TF-IDF, NFA, and TF-AIDF are 

implemented to compare the performance of proposed method.  These methods are as follows. 
 

TF-IDF based Keyword Extraction 

Term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) weight [81] recognizes essential words from the article 

corpus. In this method, essential keywords are those keywords that frequently occur within a particular document, 

but that doesn’t frequently occur in the rest of the documents in the corpus. The term frequency (TF) measures the 

number of times a word shows up in the present document while the inverse document frequency (IDF) processes 

the number of documents in which the word occurs. At the point when the word is more frequent in the sentence 

but less frequent in the entire document, the TF-IDF value is higher. 
 

TF-IDF is characterized as follows. 

Let us consider a collection of N documents as D = {D1, D2, ....., DN } and a word w appears in L documents where 

L ≤ N as Di1, Di2, ....., DiL} from the collected document then, 

𝑇 𝐹 −  𝐼𝐷𝐹 =  𝑇 𝐹 ∗  𝐼𝐷𝐹                    (3) 

𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑤)  = log [ 
𝑁

(𝐿)
 ]                              (4) 

Where, TF = number of times word w occur in the document, N = Total number of documents in the corpus and, 

L = Total number of documents in which the word w occurs.  
 

TF-IDF assigns a weight to the word w in document D: 

 TF-IDF is the highest, when w occurs many times within a document and not occurs in rest of the documents in 

the corpus; 

 TF-IDF is lower, when w occurs fewer times in a document or occurs in many documents; 

 TF-IDF is the lowest, when w occurs virtually in all the documents. 

 

NFA based keyword extraction 

Number of False Alarm (NFA) is based on Helmholtz principle [82, 81]. Helmholtz principle of perception says, if 

a geometric structure has a very low probability to appear in noise, then it is perceptually meaningful. In the case 

of textual sequential or unstructured data, Balinsky et al [82, 81] suggested a qualitative measure for such devia-

tions. To identify the important words from the set of documents, one need to compute the NFA as shown in Algo-

rithm 3.  In this algorithm, if the word w appears m times in a particular document and its NFA value is smaller 

than some meaningfulness factor then the word is known as meaningful. All the meaningful words in a corpus are 

defined as a set of meaningful keywords in the documents. 

Pollution Destruction Harmful Disease Bacteria Atmosphere Environment Sewerage 

4.8 0.8 2.1 2.8 4.7 0.9 2.9 1 
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The Algorithm 3 takes the corpus of newspapers ‘articles as an input and checks the length of each document in the 

corpus C. If the length is equal then it proceeds further, otherwise, pre-process the document set in the corpus and 

make sub-documents of equal length. Next, it checks the frequency (m) of each word in the sub-document to iden-

tify the meaningful word in the corresponding sub-document. If the value of m is less than 1, means word ‘w’ is 

not meaningful and repeat the process for other words in the sub-document. Otherwise, it calculates the number of 

false alarm (NFA) of word w using Equation 5 and then calculate the meaning (M) of word w using Equation 6. If 

the value of M is positive, then word w is a meaningful word and append it to Kw and mark was a meaningful 

word for Pi. Repeat the above process for all the words in the whole corpus. The final list of words in Kw is the 

desired extracted keywords for summarization. 

   
   Algorithm 3:  Probability distribution f or each tag 

 

Data: Dataset: = Corpus of newspaper articles documents (C) 

Result: Set of meaningful keywords. 

                           Notation:  D: document, C: corpus, P: sub-document, w: words,  

                 K: frequency of particular word appears in the document (Di),  

                    m: frequency of particular word appears in sub-document (Pi),  

                N F A: number of false alarm, M: meaning,  

                Kw: List of meaningful keyword 

Initialization:  C = {D1, D2, ....., DN }, D = {P1, P2, ....., Pr }, Kw = {φ}                    

      For i ← 1 to r do 

     While each w in Pi do 

           find the value of m 

         If (m < 1) then 

     repeat the process of next W in P. 

   End else 

Calculate NFA (w, P, D) 

Calculate M (w, P, D) 

   End 

   If (M > 0) then 

Append w to the Kw and  mark was a meaningful word for Pi. 

   End 

                                   End 

      End 
 

𝑁 𝐹 𝐴(𝑤, 𝑃, 𝐷) =
1

𝑁(𝑚 − 1)
  .

𝐾!

𝑚!(𝐾 − m)!
                  (5) 

 

𝑀 (𝑤, 𝑃, 𝐷) = − [ 
1

𝑚
 ] log[𝑁 𝐹 𝐴(𝑤, 𝑃, 𝐷)]                 (6) 

 

TF-AIDF based Keyword Extraction 

Term frequency-adaptive inverse document frequency (TF-AIDF) [81] is an NFA-based TF-IDF. Let us consider 

corpus (C) contains N number of documents i.e. C = {D1, D2 , ....., DN }. A word w appears in L number of docu-

ments Cw = {Di1, Di2, ....., DiL} out of N and combine them into one document (the document about w) D˜ = Di1 + 

Di2 + ..... + DiL. Further, we need to calculate NFA for every appearance of w in D˜ . Using adaptive window size 

or moving windows, 

𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑤) = log [ 
𝑁

(𝐿)
 ]                 (7) 

If all the documents D1, D2 , ....., DN are of same size, then number of false alarm can be calculated as: 

𝑁 𝐹 𝐴(𝑤) = [ 
𝐾−1

𝐾
 ] . 𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑤)                   (8) 

If all the documents D1, D2 , ....., DN are of different size, adaptive IDF can be calculated as: 

𝐴𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑤)  = [ 
𝐾−1

𝐾
 ]   . log [

∑ |𝐷𝑖|
𝑁
𝑖=1

Ď
]                 (9) 

 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

  

This section describes the performance of proposed method for keyword extraction and text summarization. It also 

depicts the comparison with three additional methods for automatic keyword extraction i.e. TF-IDF, NFA, and TF-

AIDF. Finally, it gives a brief discussion on performances of these four techniques.  
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Experimental Results 

This paper aimed to drive a common summary of multiple articles which are taken from ten different newspaper 

sources on the same date with the similar article title and content. We have tested these ten newspaper articles un-

der four different techniques such as proposed method, TF-IDF, NFA, and TF-AIDF. The list of ten different 

newspapers is shown in Table - 5. Each article contains around thirty sentences. Next, we applied the algorithms to 

extract meaningful keywords from all ten articles. Finally, we used these extracted keywords for summarization of 

all the ten articles into a single article. As the title of all the ten articles is similar. Therefore, extracted keywords 

will have many common words and summary of these articles will have most common sentences. We analyse the 

number of common sentences extracted by all the four keywords extraction algorithms based on their extracted 

keywords in a final summary. The proposed method has extracted around 96.23% of semantically common sen-

tences among the articles. Similarly, 91.64%, 89.27%, and 87.43% of semantically common sentences are extract-

ed using NFA, TF-AIDF, and TF- IDF keyword extraction algorithms respectively. 

 

Statistical Results 

To assess the performance of all the four keyword extraction method, three statistical parameters are considered 

namely, precision, recall and F-measure. The formula to ascertain precision, recall and F-measure appeared in 

equations 10, 11 and 12 respectively. 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑇𝑝

𝑇𝑝 +  𝐹𝑝
  

(10) 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑝

𝑇𝑝 +  𝐹𝑛
      

(11) 

 

𝐹1 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =  
2 ∗ 𝑃 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
   

(12) 

 

 

Table - 8 Precision, Recall, and F − Measure of Articles Title using 

T F − IDF Technique 
 

Articles Newspapers TF-IDF 

  Precision Recall F-measure 

Article 1 The Hindu 0.881 0.946 0.912 

Article 2 Hindustan Times 0.853 0.975 0.91 

Article 3 The Indian Express 0.838 0.864 0.85 

Article 4 The New Indian Express 0.828 0.876 0.851 

Article 5 Deccan Chronicle 0.867 0.838 0.852 

Article 6 The Times of India 0.851 0.934 0.89 

Article 7 The Financial Express 0.834 0.972 0.898 

Article 8 Economic Times 0.879 0.924 0.9 

Article 9 Deccan Herald 0.872 0.912 0.891 

Article 10 The Telegraph 0.863 0.824 0.843 
 

Table - 9 Precision, Recall, and F − Measure of Articles Title using T 

F − AIDF Technique 
 

Articles Newspapers TF-AIDF 

  Precision Recall F-
measure Article 1 The Hindu 0.89 0.971 0.929 

Article 2 Hindustan Times 0.86 0.936 0.896 

Article 3 The Indian Express 0.857 0.873 0.865 

Article 4 The New Indian Express 0.831 0.898 0.863 

Article 5 Deccan Chronicle 0.91 0.884 0.897 

Article 6 The Times of India 0.857 0.938 0.891 

Article 7 The Financial Express 0.879 0.914 0.896 

Article 8 Economic Times 0.889 0.949 0.918 

Article 9 Deccan Herald 0.90 0.959 0.928 

Article 10 The Telegraph 0.867 0.935 0.9 
 

 

Table - 10 Precision, Recall, and F − Measure of Articles title using 

N F A Technique 
 

Articles Newspapers NFA 

  Precision Recall F-measure 

Article 1 The Hindu 0.891 0.975 0.931 

Article 2 Hindustan Times 0.889 0.987 0.935 

Article 3 The Indian Express 0.885 0.964 0.923 

Article 4 The New Indian Express 0.843 0.919 0.88 

Article 5 Deccan Chronicle 0.971 0.966 0.968 

Article 6 The Times of India 0.875 0.935 0.904 

Article 7 The Financial Express 0.898 0.975 0.935 

Article 8 Economic Times 0.893 0.956 0.924 

Article 9 Deccan Herald 0.919 0.984 0.95 

Article 10 The Telegraph 0.868 0.977 0.92 
 

 

Table – 11 Precision, Recall, and F − Measure of Articles Title using 

Proposed Technique 
 

Articles Newspapers Proposed 

  Precision Recall F-

measure Article 1 The Hindu 0.933 0.967 0.95 

Article 2 Hindustan Times 0.898 0.989 0.941 

Article 3 The Indian Express 0.918 0.983 0.95 

Article 4 The New Indian Express 0.851 0.933 0.89 

Article 5 Deccan Chronicle 0.977 0.951 0.964 

Article 6 The Times of India 0.878 0.939 0.907 

Article 7 The Financial Express 0.899 0.978 0.937 

Article 8 Economic Times 0.913 0.95 0.931 

Article 9 Deccan Herald 0.926 0.989 0.956 

Article 10 The Telegraph 0.886 0.979 0.93 
 

 

To extract the meaningful keyword from multiple e-Newspapers articles, we deployed all the four algorithms (pro-

posed, TF-IDF, NFA, and TF-AIDF) on a set of articles which are taken from ten different newspaper sources on the 

same date with the similar article title. However, the headlines were not provided to the algorithms. We have col-

lected the content of all the ten articles and fed into the algorithms to check the performance of all the four algo-

rithms. The input was the newspapers clippings, and the end target was to extract meaningful words that were pre-

sent in the headlines. On having run the algorithms against the clippings, we got the following results shown in Ta-

bles 8, 9, 10, and 11. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The execution of the proposed algorithm was examined on a relatively extensive corpus of documents. To repre-

sent the results, we choose a set of more than hundred e-Newspaper articles from ten different newspapers in India. 

Every article comprises of more than hundred words approximately. At first, the punctuation was expelled from the 

articles. In pre-processing approach just stop words removal was performed. To address the issue of the variable 

length articles, adaptive window sizes mi was applied for every news article. In every article, K and mi value is 

varied. To implement TF-IDF values, IDF is varied for every article. 

 
Fig.6 NFA vs TF-IDF and TF-AIDF graph 

 
 

 
Fig. 7 NFA vs Different values of log (TF-IDF) 

 

 
Fig. 8 NFA vs Different values of log (TF-IDF) 
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Fig. 9 Comparison of F-measure attained by proposed, NFA, TF-IDF, TF-AIDF for keyword extraction 

 

In this paper, the meaningful words are extricated by four techniques namely, proposed method, TF-IDF, TF-

AIDF, and NFA. We showed the comparison of the number of words extracted using TF-IDF, TF-AIDF, and NFA 

in Fig. 6. The proposed was not compared here as it requires the number of keywords to be fed as input. The total 

number of extracted keywords in TF-AIDF and NFA are directly proportional to the size of the documents. How-

ever, TF-IDF demonstrated that the number of meaningful words does not rely on the size of the documents. To 

discover TF-IDF, the adaptive window size is applied in every article. The value of IDF and TF is varied in every 

article. To isolate easily the number of meaningful words extracted using TF-IDF with different threshold values, 

log function is applied as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. With the comparison of NFA, the number of meaningful 

words is more in Log (TF-IDF) with a threshold value greater than -8.5, -7.5, and -6.5 as shown in Figure 7.  
 

In Figure 8, NFA is compared with log (TF-IDF) with a threshold value greater than -4.5 and -5.5. Every data is 

examined, and the words quantity in these articles changes significantly. For log (TF-IDF) with a threshold value 

greater than -4.5, the number of meaningful words is more than those in NFA up to 1500 words roughly. After that, 

the quantity of extracted words decreases. How- ever, for log (TF-IDF) with a threshold value greater than -5.5, the 

number of meaningful words are extricated more up to 13000 words approximately then reductions occur. Finally, 

a comparison of f-measure attained by all the four keyword extraction techniques is shown in Fig. 9 and we can 

observe that proposed method has outperformed over other methods of keyword extraction. The existing algo-

rithms mainly rely on the frequency of a word within a document and very less in rest of the corpus to select a 

word as an essential word. In this paper, most of the essential keywords are common among articles as it has simi-

lar title and content of same day newspapers. Therefore, proposed method works better in this kind of evaluation.  

 

CONCLUSION 
 

This work has proposed interdependent algorithms in keyword extraction and text summarization for multi-

document. Three other algorithms are also implemented to compare with the results of the proposed algorithm. We 

tested the proposed system with ten e-Newspapers article taken from ten different popular Indian newspapers. The 

keyword detection algorithm worked very efficiently in recognizing keywords and had an impressive precision, 

recall, and f-measure over other algorithms. While summarizing the articles from ten into one, we observe that the 

proposed method has outperformed over other three algorithms. The proposed method has extracted around 

96.23% of semantically common sentences among the articles. Similarly, 91.64%, 89.27%, and 87.43% of seman-

tically common sentences are extracted using NFA, TF-AIDF, and TF-IDF keyword extraction algorithms respec-

tively. 
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